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Introduction and Purpose
Compass shows direction.
It points toward true north.
Through our Compass project, the Freehold Regional High School District has mapped
priorities and projects through the 2016/2017 school year.
The Freehold Regional High School District's strategic planning process began with the
opening of the 2011/2012 school year. At that time, Superintendent Charles Sampson
engaged the Board of Education Community Relations Committee and leadership
teams in conversations about the district's prior mission statement, as well as the red
zones and bright spots we found on our path toward the fulfillment of that mission.
In October and November of 2011, the Strategic Planning Steering Committee
convened to forge the raw materials mined from those earlier conversations into a
planning framework—a new mission for the district, complete with goals and strategies
to guide us forward.
After seeking feedback on this new framework, the Steering Committee convened
eight Action Planning Teams—one for each strategy—to pinpoint the projects and
plans that would lead us toward the fulfillment of our goals and the realization of our
new mission. Staff members, students, parents, Board of Education members, and
community representatives met in these teams throughout the spring of 2012 to
discuss and plan.
On June 4, 2012, Action Planning Team leaders presented their work to the Strategic
Planning Steering Committee. After deliberating over structures and timelines, the
Steering Committee adopted the work of the Action Planning Teams.
Our course is clear.
This document is an implementation roadmap, intended for internal distribution only.
Through this roadmap, Freehold Regional High School District staff will implement the
plans adopted by the Steering Committee. This guide also provides suggested
strategies for benchmarking and evaluating programs throughout our implementation.
Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Guiding Metaphors and Frameworks
Compass is, itself, a metaphor. The metaphor was pervasive through the development
of this plan, and creates common ideas around its implementation. Compass guides us
on a journey bounded on its left and right by norms of reflective practice. It looks
forward to continuous improvement. Thus, our journey has no end. Each landfall is but
a first step. Each victory, a milestone.
There is no futility in a journey that never ends. Rather, it is the very same journey that
we expect all of our students to take. Lifelong learning is an exemplary form of selfimprovement. When one discovers passions that fuel such learning, one avoids the end
at all costs. Compass demands that our organization, and everyone in it, model this
journey, internalize its language, and build its habits into every corner, every muscle,
and every thought.
Organizations must build structures to facilitate
such habits. In nature, form follows function.
This is also true of organizations like schools
and districts. When a district seeks to
internalize the habits of lifelong learning on both
the individual and organizational levels, it must
present sustainable structures that encourage
measurement, reflection, goal setting, and
collaboration. These functions must govern all
initiatives, and must gather into a cycle that
pushes individuals and groups toward everincreasing levels of productivity. Together,
these functions create a loop that ensures that
each is a constant, each is linked to another, and
each is a necessary part of implementation.
Figure 1 is the structure that, in one way or
another, now governs all that we do.

Figure 1: Feedback Loop
for Organizational Learning

The cycle described by Figure 1 demands that we measure and learn before we build
and implement. We must not only know where we are, but also collaborate with
stakeholders to ensure that we have a complete understanding of what the data from
those measurements tell us. Armed with understanding, we may create and adopt
highly focused programs that hit the bull’s eye of our needs.
Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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If we leave the cycle here, however, we are in danger of
collecting initiatives that never adapt to changing conditions,
or that fail to know when they are done. Or, initiatives drag
on without ever really addressing the needs they were
supposed to address. Focused behavior in a learning
organization that values reflective practice, after all, can be as
much about saying “Not any more!” as saying “Right now!”

Reflective
practice is as
much about
saying “Not any
more!” as saying
“Right now!”

Therefore, we must continue to measure and learn in order to provide meaningful
evaluation of our efforts. We must create information—very different from measuring
phenomena to gather data—to determine our next steps. Having data and having
information are not the same condition.
We need frameworks for creating information from data. In the development of
Compass, our Action Planning Teams utilized matrices to create information. A matrix
is a simple data visualization tool that allows us to learn by interrogating data through
specific questions. In a matrix, we gather information into categories mapped across
two axes. The easiest example is the “cost benefit analysis.” Action Planning Teams
intersected an axis of costs versus benefits with an axis of intangible versus tangible to
determine whether the benefits of any proposed plan outweighed the potential costs.
(See Figure 2.)
We can use matrices to develop information
from data whenever those data express
themselves across intersecting dimensions.

Figure 2: A Cost Benefit
Analysis Matrix

In the end, the use of metaphors and
frameworks does not just improve the health
of the learning organization by providing tools
for measurement, it helps the organization to
reach its mission.
We ensure that our
structures and behaviors model the navigation
skills that we hope our students to master.
We teach this navigation by showing how
adults work together to create sustainable
solutions to problems.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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A New Coordinating Structure
As we identify common language and frameworks for initiatives, we find the need to
create accountability to our plan and one another. “Compass” is not just the name of
our planning effort, but also the name of a new coordinating structure. This structure
will work through two arms to guide, evaluate, and preserve dynamism in our plan.
We envision the Advisory Panel providing
coordination, congruence and consistency. The
Panel will seat five members of the original
Steering Committee, including a chair. Its
first charge is to create a coordinating
initiative framework (see Strategy 2, Results
Statement 1). This framework will give
special consideration to communication,
training, cost/benefit, and evaluation to
ensure
that
initiatives—both
those
mandated through our action plans, and
new initiatives that arise in the spirit of our
mission—are congruent with our strategic
plan in method and goals. The Panel will also
Figure 3: Compass
provide a standing structure through which
each of our six schools can remain apprised
of what is and is not working throughout the district, thus contributing to consistent
attention to the best implementations of initiatives, and constant conversation about
how each school can improve.
An Initiative Network will engage one administrative staff member from each school,
appointed by their principals, to serve as liaisons between their school communities
and the Compass Advisory Panel. Network members will assist school stakeholders in
the development of initiative proposals that comply with the initiative framework, and
will ensure that such proposals are ready for Panel deliberation. Network members
will also share best practices, evaluation strategies, tips for Compass implementation,
and other resources with each other and with the Panel through a private social
network designed or selected for this purpose.
Once each year, the Advisory Panel will work with the Initiative Network to aggregate
evaluation data into a report on the implementation of our strategic plan in each
Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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school. To this end, Network members will conduct focus groups with parents,
students, and staff to provide qualitative measures of the impact of Compass initiatives.
The Panel will publish an evaluation briefing for the Board of Education and the public.
Highlighted measurements from the briefing will appear on the Compass web site.
Compass, then, will sound the heartbeat of our strategic plan by providing both a
centralized Advisory Panel and a decentralized Initiative Network. These two groups
will work and share together to ensure that the plan remains a central focus
throughout the district, and that impacts reach our students and their families. The
Panel and the Network will preserve transparency and follow-through in the plan’s
initiatives, as well as provide gatekeeping against distractions. Through the coordinating
structure of Compass, we will deliver on the promises that we have all made to one
another.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Commitments
In the implementation of this strategic plan, we commit to the following core ideas.

We will work together to ensure that our mission is our first priority.!

We will allocate resources first and foremost to initiatives that support our mission.!

We will "stay the course" to accomplish our mission.!

We will have confidence in each student's desire to succeed.!

We will exercise data-driven decision-making.!

We will communicate our methods, goals, and results.!

We will respond to changing conditions with flexibility.!

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Cardinal Directions
Compass began with an examination of the district’s earlier mission statement, and the
identification of three visionary threads to guide our work. In the summer and fall of
2011, multiple stakeholder groups worked to identify these threads:
The mission of the Freehold Regional High School District is to develop global
lifelong learners through a comprehensive educational program of
diverse and enriching opportunities within a supportive environment.

These threads—lifelong learning, comprehensive education, and supportive environment—
are not merely truisms for school district mission statements, but closely held values of
the American public education system that have their roots in the one room
schoolhouse. Despite their age, they are no less relevant today. In fact, we often
wonder if they are finally coming into their own in the modern world.
In the fall of 2011, the Steering Committee found that these visionary threads needed
new language to provide our students with an effective platform from which to assume
stewardship over the 21st century. The fact of the modern world, of the technology
that surrounds us, is that students can activate their strengths, challenge their
weaknesses, and form lasting relationships across great distances through exercise of
their passions. Passions have always informed lifelong learning, but the depths and
lengths to which all can take that learning have expanded dramatically in recent years.
In February of 2012, the Board of Education adopted the Steering Committee’s
proposal for a new mission. Three objectives support that new mission, serving as
funnels for all of the measurement that will take place around district initiatives. Eight
strategies drive those initiatives by providing the roads upon which we will travel to
implement our plans.
Figure 4 describes our new cardinal directions: our mission, our objectives, and the
eight strategies beneath which all action planning has proceeded. Between our first
presentation of the framework in December, 2011 and commencement of action
planning in February, 2012, we gathered feedback from staff, current and former
students, parents, and community members. The framework went through three
distinct versions as a result of feedback gathered from almost 700 individuals across
and beyond the district.
Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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!!!
!!Our!Mission!
!
The! schools! of! the! Freehold! Regional! High! School! District! form! a! diverse! and!
!
supportive! community! offering! innovative! and! comprehensive! programs! that!
!
inspire! students! to! maximize! their! potential,! preparing! them! to! navigate! an!
!
evolving!global!society.!
!
!!
!
!!Our!Objectives!
!
All!students!will!sharpen!habits!
All!students!will!exceed!
!
All!students!will!exercise!
for!lifelong!learning!through!the!
expectations!for!proficiency!on!
citizenship!in!21st!century!
!
discovery!and!development!of!
local,!state,!national,!and!
communities.!
individualized!passions.!
international!assessments.!
!
!
!!
!!Our!Strategies!
!
S1!
S2!
S3!
S4!
We!will!guarantee!a!
professional!culture!that!is!
committed!to!excellence!and!
the!success!of!every!student.!

S5!

We!will!implement!
and!monitor!integrated,!
articulated!curricula!and!
programs!that!achieve!the!
district’s!mission.!

!We!will!implement!an!
organizational!structure!that!
promotes!collaboration,!
integration,!and!continuity.!

S6!

We!will!cultivate!!
meaningful!partnerships!with!
communities!near!and!far!to!
provide!for!participation,!
learning,!and!career!
exploration.!

We!will!build!systems!that!
guide!students!through!the!
process!of!planning!and!
achieving!individualized!goals.!

S7!

We!will!adopt!norms!and!
systems!to!achieve!open!
communication!with!
stakeholders.!

We!will!advance!and!!
maintain!a!forwardEthinking,!
technologyEinfused!approach!
to!learning!and!growth.!

S8!

We!will!ensure!a!healthy,!!
safe!and!supportive!school!
environment!focused!upon!
learning!and!growth.!

Figure 4: Cardinal Directions

Each of our eight strategies (S1 through S8) has multiple results statements that
identify goals within that strategy for achieving our mission. These are our targets.
During the development of our framework, through “town hall” and other meetings,
almost 130 individuals representing various groups throughout our communities
volunteered to review these statements.
Nearly 110 people—staff members, students, and community members—worked on
Action Planning Teams to develop staged plans beneath each results statement. Each
plan strives to create a feedback loop of measuring, learning, building, and
implementing.
Results statements and action plan abstracts for each strategy follow.
Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Strategy 1 (S1): We will guarantee a professional culture that is committed to
excellence and the success of every student.
(R1)

Instill structures, norms, and protocols to ensure that professional
learning programs are consistent across schools, and are aligned to
district priorities, goals, and curricula.
The district's Local Professional Development Committee (LPDC) will work with School-based
Professional Development Committees (SPDC's) to advance adult learning goals that are
measureable, time-bound and realistic. The committees will develop, implement and measure
programs that are designed to achieve these goals.

(R2)

Embed Professional Learning Communities into the school schedule
to increase collaboration and shared responsibility.
The district will evaluate current implementations of Professional Learning Communities (PLC's). The
district will then develop a framework that ties PLC activities, protocols, and projects to measureable
student achievement outcomes. School-based PLC's will implement the new PLC framework through
all departments.

(R3)

Apply a systematic approach to student assessment and data
analysis to increase student achievement.
Dependency: S1.R2 (PLC Reintroduction)
A district-level data team will convene, and will work with school-based faculty teams through PLC's
and other structures to raise capacity on data-driven decision-making and common formative
assessment. Staff will administer common assessments, utilize common rubrics, and adjust classroom
practice in response to student achievement data.

(R4)

Celebrate and honor effective teaching and leadership through
structures to increase intrinsic motivation toward educational and
professional excellence.
A district-level task force will convene to measure and describe the state of teacher motivation, and
to recommend events and structures to honor effective teaching. The task force will also consider
opportunities within the new evaluation system for such events and recognitions. School
administrators will implement task force recommendations.

(R5)

Implement a common format, process and clearinghouse for the
dissemination and evaluation of student-centered activities to shift
classroom focus from teacher- to student-centered, problem-based
learning.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The district's Local Professional Development Committee (LPDC) will work with School-based
Professional Development Committees (SPDC's) to prioritize professional development in studentcentered learning. The LPDC and SPDC's will research, develop, and implement programs, as well as
conduct evaluation of these programs.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Strategy 2 (S2): We will implement an organizational structure that promotes
collaboration, integration, and continuity.
(R1)

Develop a common framework for introducing, implementing and
evaluating new initiatives in order to create common language,
maximize the opportunity for success, and ensure a smooth
transition for all stakeholders.
The Superintendent will convene a committee of stakeholders to develop a framework guiding the
implementation of all Compass and other initiatives. This committee will also assist in the evaluation
of those initiatives, as well as ensure that new initiatives are aligned to this strategic plan.

(R2)

Implement a new teacher evaluation system that focuses on the art
of teaching and learning, supports professional growth, and
facilitates open dialogue between teachers and administrators.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The district will convene an advisory committee to guide the adoption, implementation, and
evaluation of a teacher evaluation system that both aligns to this strategic plan and complies with
requirements set forth by the New Jersey Department of Education.

(R3)

Implement an aspiring administrator academy to encourage
continuity of leadership and empower our talented professionals to
seek promotion within the district.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The district will develop, implement, and evaluate a structure for recognizing and training aspiring
administrators. The Aspiring Administrator Academy will align to the strategic plan, and will address
current educational leadership literature in its design and ongoing operation.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Strategy 3 (S3): We will build systems that guide students through the process of
planning and achieving individualized goals.
(R1)

Implement structures to increase access to information, resources,
and programs relating to postsecondary planning for students and
families.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The Superintendent will convene a Guidance Steering Committee. This standing committee will
identify and develop programs to support students through the process of planning and achieving
individualized goals, and will conduct annual evaluations of counseling and other related efforts.

(R2)

Implement a system that supports struggling, unmotivated students
to improve their academic performance.
Dependencies: S3.R1 (Guidance Steering Committee)
S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The Guidance Steering Committee will work with school-based administrators and teams to identify,
develop and recommend, and implement intervention and support programs for struggling,
unmotivated students. The Guidance Steering Committee will conduct annual evaluations of efforts.

(R3)

Create and institute opportunities to highlight student successes
and accomplishments.
Dependencies: S3.R1 (Guidance Steering Committee)
S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The Guidance Steering Committee will work with school-based administrators and teams to identify,
develop and recommend, and implement student recognition programs. The Guidance Steering
Committee will conduct annual evaluations of efforts.

(R4)

Develop transition activities to support graduates.
Dependencies: S3.R1 (Guidance Steering Committee)
S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The Guidance Steering Committee will work with school-based administrators and teams to identify,
develop and recommend, and implement programs to assist graduates as they enter adulthood. The
Guidance Steering Committee will conduct annual evaluations of efforts.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Strategy 4 (S4): We will advance and maintain a forward-thinking, technology-infused
approach to learning and growth.
(R1)

Provide open Internet access for personal digital devices in all
district buildings to allow greater access to technology.
Dependencies: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
S4.R2 (Equitable Inventory)
S4.R3 (Infrastructure Plan)
The Superintendent will propose Board of Education policy/regulation to allow for wider use of
personal digital devices, and will coordinate any necessary infrastructure upgrades. The Local
Professional Development Committee (LPDC) will work with School-based Professional Development
Committees (SPDC's), building administrators, and others to equip parents, teachers, and students to
leverage these devices toward learning goals.

(R2)

Establish structures to implement and utilize an equitable
technology inventory in each school.
Dependencies: S4.R1 (Open Access Upgrades)
S4.R3 (Infrastructure Plan)
The district will conduct studies and recommend shifts in technology inventory and purchasing
priorities toward the goal of ensuring equitable student access to technology. The Superintendent will
work with district and school administrators to implement recommendations.

(R3)

Implement a multi-year cost-effective plan to facilitate the
maintenance and growth of the technology infrastructure in order
to offer innovative and effective learning opportunities.
Dependencies: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
S4.R1 (Open Access Upgrades)
S4.R2 (Equitable Inventory)
The district will develop, implement, and evaluate a multi-year plan for ensuring cost-effective and
operational deployments of technology in support of strategic plan goals, efforts to enhance
efficiency, and learning objectives.

(R4)

Provide relevant technology training to staff, students, and parents
to maximize learning.
School administrators will convene school-based "Beta Teams" of staff members to pilot and
evaluate new technologies, engage in shared reflection, and develop tools for measuring impacts of
technology on student achievement.

(R5)

Implement diverse means of allowing students to communicate and
collaborate productively with the world outside of the school.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The Superintendent will propose Board of Education policy/regulation to allow for wider use of social
networking and other cloud-based tools and services. Building administrators will work to equip
parents, teachers, and students to leverage these tools and services toward learning goals.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Strategy 5 (S5): We will implement and monitor integrated, articulated curricula and
programs that achieve the district’s mission.
(R1)

Create structures for defining, evaluating, and sustaining Learning
Center and Academy success.
Dependency: S6.R2 (Structured Learning Experiences)
The Superintendent will convene a magnet program advisory board to develop and implement tools
for evaluating magnet program success, recommend transition programs for incoming magnet
program students, and to provide input on magnet program curricula.

(R2)

Implement mission-focused curricula that are aligned with the
Common Core Standards.
The Office of Curriculum and Instruction will work with supervisors to develop, implement and
evaluate a process for ensuring exemplary curricula that are aligned to the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS), the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards (NJCCCS), and the goals of
this strategic plan.

(R3)

Provide effective horizontal and vertical articulation amongst
teachers in all schools to ensure consistency of academic
experiences.
Dependency: S5.R2 (Curriculum Mapping)
The Office of Curriculum and Instruction will work with school administrators and supervisors to
develop grade-level skills and content matrices, and to provide specific opportunities for articulation
amongst teachers for the purposes of collaboration, the creation of common assessments, and the
creation of benchmark goals.

(R4)

Implement programs that provide opportunities accommodating a
wider variety of individual student needs, talents and interests.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The Office of Curriculum and Instruction will work with school administrators and supervisors to
recommend, develop, implement, and evaluate programs designed to activate student passions.
Efforts will include (but are not limited to) the implementation of an International Baccalaureate (IB)
program, enhanced access to honors and Advanced Placement (AP) courses, and broader articulation
with post-secondary institutions for dual enrollment and other opportunities.

(R5)

Establish effective vertical articulation between sending schools and
the Freehold Regional High School District in order to facilitate
student transition, improve program consistency, and increase
student achievement.
The Office of Curriculum and Instruction will work with school administrators and supervisors to
enhance articulation by increasing discussions, teacher exchanges, and participation with personnel,
parents, and students of our partner K-8 districts.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Strategy 6 (S6): We will cultivate meaningful partnerships with communities near and
far to provide for participation, learning, and career exploration.
(R1)

Develop standard and efficient protocols for seeking, approving and
tracking community and post-secondary partnerships in order to
expand the number of opportunities for students.
The Superintendent will propose Board of Education policy/regulation to allow for wider leveraging of
public partnerships toward the fulfillment of individual, school, and district learning goals. The
Superintendent will work with district and school administrators to recommend, develop, implement
and evaluate programs in fulfillment of revised policy and regulation.

(R2)

Implement programs with local and regional businesses, agencies,
postsecondary institutions and organizations to expand student
opportunities for employment, participation workplace readiness
training, education, and career exploration.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The district will identify gaps and opportunities in the area of student participation in authentic
workplace readiness activities. The district will also develop, implement, and evaluate a Student
Community Ambassador program to increase opportunities for students to fulfill learning goals
through service and other community-based activities.

(R3)

Develop relationships with schools near and far in order to
increase student exposure to and appreciation for regional, national
and global issues as well as world languages and cultures.
Dependencies: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
S6.R2 (Student Community Ambassador Program)
The district will leverage the Student Community Ambassador program to develop, implement, and
evaluate opportunities for connecting students with adult and peer learners to collaborate on
solutions to current real-world problems.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Strategy 7 (S7): We will adopt norms and systems to achieve open communication
with stakeholders.
(R1)

Develop guidelines for the effective and sustainable use of two-way
communication between the district and community
members/organizations to advance common goals and objectives.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The Superintendent will propose revisions to Board of Education policy/regulation governing internal
and external communication. Revisions will address topics including (but not limited to) media
relations, open records/public access, participation, open expression, and timeliness. The
Superintendent will work with district and school administrators to recommend, develop, implement
and evaluate programs in fulfillment of revised policy and regulation.

(R2)

Expand and diversify electronic, print, multi-media, and
interpersonal communication to maximize stakeholder awareness
and support of district goals and objectives, initiatives and
programs.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The district will convene a Communications Advisory Committee tasked with evaluating and making
specific recommendations for the improvement and innovation of district communications. The
Superintendent works with district and school administrators to implement and evaluate committee
recommendations.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Strategy 8 (S8): We will ensure a healthy, safe and supportive school environment
focused upon learning and growth.
(R1)

Ensure a successful transition to high school through implementing
programs that welcome and build the confidence of incoming ninth
grade students and provide ongoing support of their psychological,
emotional, and academic growth.
The Superintendent works with district and school administrators to charge a District Transition
Coordinator, and to convene School Transition Committees. The District Transition Coordinator and
School Transition Committees develop programs for incoming 9th graders. Suggested programs
include (but are not limited to) 8th grade band outreach, 9th grade school kickoff programs, peer-topeer transition programs, and revisions to school and district web sites.

(R2)

Provide safe, well-maintained, and secure facilities and grounds.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The Superintendent will work with district and school administrators to evaluate school safety and
security, and to develop and revise programs. School and district administrators will evaluate and
revise programs annually.

(R3)

Institute programs for parents and students to reduce incidents of
infractions reported to the New Jersey Department of Education
Violence & Vandalism and Substance Abuse collections.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The district will evaluate current programs and will seek or develop programs to address areas of
need. The Superintendent will work with district and school administrators to implement, evaluate
and revise programs.

(R4)

Promote health through a strong physical education curriculum and
district programs that advance dietary/nutritional guidelines.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The district will develop, implement and evaluate programs designed to increase physical health
among students. Suggestions include (but are not limited to) participation in the President's Physical
Fitness Challenge, tracking of cafeteria selections through swipe card or other system, and
implementation of free software and services that empower students to set and track progress
toward personal fitness goals.

(R5)

Decrease the occurrence of serious disciplinary infractions through
the use of in-school suspensions and mentorships.
Dependency: S2.R1 (Initiative Framework)
The district will develop, implement and evaluate in-school suspension and student mentoring
programs. The Superintendent will work with district and school administrators to identify guidelines
for identifying target populations and measuring impact.

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Appendix: Action Planning Team Rosters
Orange = Action Planning Team Leader

Blue = Board of Education Member

Strategy 1

Strategy 4

Strategy 6

Elizabeth Canario
Christopher D'Urso
Serena P. DiMaso, Esq.
Amy Farrell
Jennifer Guirguis
Denise Landy
Catherine Piscione
Leighanne Recktenwald
Evelyn M. Semo
Heather Sullivan

David Bleakley
Todd Curtis
Joe DiGiuseppe
Laurie Floyd
Eric J. Goldring
Patricia Horvath
LouAnn Levine
Peter Lukowiak III
Stephanie Mechmann
Meryl S. Norych
Lavetta Ross
Maryanne Tomazic
Andrew Weils

Craig Chern
Adam Falk
Gina Franco
Nancy L. Geist
Bhavini Kakani
Venkat Kakani
Patrick McEvoy
Denise Melillo
Michael Messinger
Peter Peng
Alexis Pollitto
Harold Zullow
Jeremy Zullow

Strategy 5

Strategy 7

Carl Accettola
Stanley Bloch
Angelique Gauthier
Maureen Haley
Rebecca Heider
Matthew Herling
Shanna Howell
Jamie Krieger-Lundquist
Casey Lau
David Lewis
John Martin
Pamela A. Massimini
Alicia Polkowski
Micahel Raia
Nadene Re
Kenna Ritter
Caroline Watters
Maura Wright

Jeremy Braverman
William Bruno
Elizabeth DeMarco
Ronald W. DeMarco
Lloyd Drucker
Donna Evangelista
Joseph Iacullo
Kathie Lavin
Lisa Lenza
Scott Liptzin
Sarah Reichenbecher
Gail Reilly
Nancy J. Riordan
Nakell Williams

Strategy 2
Caroline M. Barkaszi
Sean Boyce
Brian Donahue
Elizabeth DuBois
Helen Ihde
Keith Land
Helen Li
Thomas McDonough
Heshy Moses
Doug Phillips
Suzanne Stonaker
Strategy 3
Tyniesha Douglas
Shae-Brie M. Dow
Suzanne Gallo
Nicole Hazel
Debra Kozar
Jo-Ann McAvoy
Robin F. Pearson
Michael V. Perry
Michael Petkov
Cathy Pugliese-Sivo
Connie Schmidt Kirman
Nina Sculler
Pam Sokoler
Fran Stevenson
Jennifer Sutera

Learn more and track plan progress at <http://compass.frhsd.com/>.
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Elena Andreacci
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Eileen Eccleston
Marisandra Ennis
Eugene Golub
Jeanne Heck
Elizabeth Higley
Maria Ilarraza
Ronald W. Lawson
Riya Patel
Kathleen Quinn
Denise Scanga
Samantha Vinokurov
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